
Method Statement / Risk assessment – Fire

Hazardous Task – Risk Method of Control 

Unloading of equipment at the event Performers will use manual lifting to safely move fire 
equipment into an appropriate, safe changing facility at the 
event. The paraffin will be kept in a specially designed 
fuel canister to prevent the fuel from leaking. The public 
will also notice this as a fuel when in the canister.

Preparing performance space Performers will inspect the performance space for any 
hazardous objects and risks for both the performer and 
public, any such objects will be disposed of. They will 
check the stage is 3 meters away from the public and the 
ceiling is 3 meters high from the ground.

Safety Equipment The fire performer will have the correct safety equipment 
with them including a fire blanket and wet towel.

Preparing the Equipment Performers should be given a safe place to get changed 
and prepare their fire equipment.They will need an open 
space out doors to prepare this ( if an open space in 
unavailable performers will dip and shake off equipment 
prior to the event however this only works with a 2 hour 
window). If this can not be carried out performer can use 
and  indoor dipping system . They use a tarpolin under the 
bucket and trays for dipping. Then place the props in zip 
lock bags and tape them shut.

 Breaks Performer and client will make sure

the performers have a break between fire sets or shows. 20 
minute break after every 15 minute fire set to ensure they 
are rested, reducing the risk of any accidents due to fatigue 
loss of concentration and they are able to start a new set.

Skills performed during the show Fire Drumming

Confirmation and details for the event The performer will receive a detailed confirmation with 
any information the performer should know about the 
event. E.G times, contact on the day, venue, sets, times, 
occasions. This will ensure the event runs smoothly. 

NAME ______________________________  DATE: __________________________________

SIGNATURE    ___________________________________________

(Venue/ Client) 

NAME ______________________________  DATE: __________________________________

SIGNATURE    ___________________________________________


